JEW99]
[KW99], see [CHW99] [CHW99]
Implicit in [KW99], see [CHW99] Table 1: Consequences of the existence of sparse sets hard for NP. ~STN , ~T ° , and _~T Rs axe respectively strong nondeterministic reductions; strong and robustly overproductive reductions; and robustly strong reductions (see [CHW99] for definitions and discussion).
A proof of Theorem 1.1 is sketched in Section 5 below. This ~ivance of Cai, Naik, and Siv~k,lm~r establishes immediately the following corollary in the light of two results discussed in the first part of this article ([GH00] , see there for a discussion of attribution of the first of these results), ~mely, 1. If (3Q)[USAT 0 E P] then P = Few (and thus P ----UP and P = FewP).
[V~86] If (3Q)[USATQ E P] then R = NP.
Corollary 1.2 If SAT disjunctively reduces to a sparse set, then P -Few and R = NP.
Furthermore, Arvind, K~bler, and Mundhenk [AKM96] prove that if SAT disjunctively reduces to a sparse set, then PH = pNP. However, in light of Corollary 1.2, clearly the following can be claimed. Theorem 1.3 If SAT disjunctively reduces to a sparse set, then PH = pR.
Background and Motivation
The study of the consequences of NP having sparse hard sets under various types of (polynomialtime) reductions makes one of the most interesting tales in complexity theory. However, we will not repeat that tale here, as many good surveys of (parts of) that story are available [Mah86, You92, HOW92, CO97] . Instead, let us cut right to the chase.
In particular, Table 1 shows, for the most widely studied reductions, the strongest currently known consequences of NP having sparse hard sets with respect to that reduction (we use the de•nitions of ILLS75], and we will, below, define some additional reductions). Table 1 brings immediately to mind the key issue: For those reduction types for which a P : NP conclusion is not yet known, can one achieve such a conclusion or, failing that, what is the strongest conclusion that one can a~.hieve?
Proving a P --NP (or even a collapse of the boolean hierarchy) result for -<Pt or <~ reductions may be dlfBcu]t, or at least it will require nonrelativizable techniques, due to the following results.
T h e o r e m 2. Regarding Theorem 2.1, one should keep in mind that it is well-known t h a t the following are all equivalent:
1. NP has tally -<Pt-hard sets.
2. NP has tally _<~-hard sets.
3. NP has sparse ~P t ' h a r d sets.
4. NP has sparse <~-h a r d sets.
Nevertheless, the gap between ZPP NP and smaller classes (pNP, pit, NP) seem.q a wide one, and suggests the importance of carefully investigating whether broad classes of formulas formerly having only a ZPP NP consequence (via the -<Pt line of Table 1 ) can be shown to have stronger consequences. Glafler [Gla00] has achieved exactly this, and Section 4 will present the key ideas of his work.
Definitions
For an arbitrary set A we denote the characteristic function of A by XA and the cardinality of A by JlAIJ. We fix the alphabet ~ --{0, 1}. We denote the set of all words over ~ by ~*, and we denote the length of a word w by I~[. We usually use language to refer to (possibly nonproper) subsets of ~*. We call a set S C_ ~,* sparse if and only if there exists a polynomial p such that, for all n >_ O, it holds that S contains at most p(n) words whose length is no greater t h a n n. For any sets 51,.--,Sk ~ ~',* we call the Cartesian product S = $1 × ... × Sk sparse if and only ff there exists a polynomial p such that, for all n >_ 0, it holds that S contains at most p(r~) elements (Wl, .--,t/)k) that satisfy m a x { [~l [ , . . . , [wk[} _< ~. W h e n dealing with machines we always talk about the deterministic version unless nondeterminism is stated explicitly. We ca]] an algorithm a A~ algorith m if it works in polynomial time and if it has access to a SAT oracle.
In boolean formulas, # denotes the negation of the variable ~. An anti-ttorn f o~u l a is a boolean formula in conjunctive normal form such that each conjunct contains at most one negative literal. We will be particularly concerned with It-anti-Horn ]ormulas; these are, by definition, anti-Horn formulas having exactly one negative literal and at most k positive literals in each conjunct. A conjunct ~ --(~-~ V Vl V v2 V -.-V vm) of some/c-anti-Horn formttla is called a k-anti-Horn clause and can be written as a = (v0 -+ (vz V v~. V . --V v~)). We will always assume that v z , . . . , vm are palrwise distinct. We refer to v0 as the left-hand side of a and to {vz,... ,vm} as the right-hand side of a (RHS(a) for short). Note that we allow empty right-hR.nd sides, i.e., k-anti-Horn clauses of the form (v0 ---~); this is equivalent to (~-~). We write a k-anti-Horn formula as the set of its clauses.
We We introduce the following abbreviated notation for the case when a set A reduces to a set B in such a way that for each word z, a list of words yl,-.. ,y,~ and an n-ary boolean formula • =(al,.-. , an) are computed such that z G A -: '.-~=(Xs(yl),..-, Xs(y,~)). Instead of considering the list of words yl,-.. , y, and the boolean formula ~®(al,.. • , an) as separate objects, we combine them in a natural way into a boolean formula over words, i.e., we replace each occurrence of some variable ai in ~®(al,... , a,~) by the word y~. For instance, if the reduction of some word z produces the words Yl, y2,y3 and the boolean formula ~=(al,a2, as) = (al V ~-~) A (al V a-3), then as a simplification we assl,me that the reduction produces the formula ~= = (yl V ~-~) A (91 V ~']). A boolean formula over words is said to be satisfied by a set B C_ E* if and only if thiR formula is satisfied when each occurring word y is replaced by the value ;~s(Y)-
New Collapses to pNP for Subclasses of Truth-Table Reductions
In this section we present the core result of [GlaO0] , though with what we hope is a somewhat more accessible proof. In particular, if there exists a sparse -~-ah-hard set for NP, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to pNP. From this result, the s~me collapse of the polynomial hierarchy from the existence of sparse <P P -c(btt)-hard or sparse -~<d(b~.t)-hard sets for NP can be shown to also hold (see the end of this section).
Throughout this section, we consider only boolean formulas (respectively, boolean clauses) over words, k will always denote the parameter of --<~P-ah reductions, p, q, r will denote polynomials, v,w,~,y,z will denote words fTom ~*, ~,/~,-/,6,8 will denote k-anti-horn clauses, P, A, 0 will denote k-anti-horn formulas, and f',/'1, £9,... will denote lists of k-anti-horn formulas.
We introduce the following binary relation on k-anti-Horn clauses and k-anti-Horn formulas. Note that I-is reflexive, and it is even transitive if all considered clauses have the same left-hand side. It is easy to see that 7 i-J and P I-A are decidable in polynomial time.
Theorem 4.2 For all k >_ 1, i-f SAT <~-ala reduces to a sparse set, then PH --pNP.
Proof Let k _> 1 and let S be a sparse set such that SAT <~P-ala S. Let p be a polynomial such that for all n >_ 0 it holds that p(n) > 1, and ~q contains at most p(n) words having length at most r~. Let ~z denote the k-anti-Horn formula that occurs when reducing the word z to the sparse set S via the <~-~a reduction mentioned above. Moreover, let q be a polynomial such that for all words z it holds that (i) ~ does not contain more than q([z[) k-anti-Horn clauses and (ii) the length of words appearing in ~ffi is bounded by q(lzl).
Our aim is to show that NP NP --pNP, as that implies that the polynomial hierarchy collapses to pNP. The proof has three parts, and in the first part we show the following claim. So the output r ~ of the computation LearnSat(0 n, z) allows a forecast concerning queries to SAT of length at most n, in such a way that elements of SAT are treated correctly. Then, in the second part of the proof, we use Claim A to show the following.
Claim B There e~ists a AP algorithm Learn/t11 that, on ir~put 0 r~, returns a list of k-anti-Horn formulas, £~, such that for all words ~ E ~*, [z I < n, it holds that z E SAT -~ ;-(VI ~ G £~)[F ~-~=].
In other words, Leax-~ll(0 n) returns a list of k-anti-Horn formulas,/'-n, such that each z E SAT with Iz I < n is forecast as "satisfiable" by all elements of f, and for each z ~ SAT with [z[ _< n there is an element of £ giving a negative forecast. So with £,, we can forecast queries to SAT of length at most n, in such a way that all queries are treated correctly. Finally, in the third part of the proof, we use the algorithm Leax-x~ll to show that each language from NP NP can be accepted by a A~ algorithm. This implies NP Np ----pNp.
PART I:
We start with the listing of the algorithm Le~raSat, which works on inputs of the form (O r, z) with n E N and z E E*. 
next i
12. remazk thi~ step will never be reached z) .
Claim A1 Let n E N and z E E*. Then, after the initialization of the variable r in step ~, the ]ollowing holds at the end of e~ch step of the computation

(i) F is a set of k-anti-Horn clauses w/th I _~ Ilrl[ ~ p(qCn)) k+f.
( (iv) If 71,7a E r and 71 ~ 72 then 71 = "}'2-Right after step 2 it holds that r is a set of k-anti-Horn clauses. This is preserved by step 6, since 6 E ~. and @= is a k-anti-Horn formula. Also step 9 preserves this property since, by the choice of c~ and ~ in step 8, it holds that RHS(a) _C RHS(~). Moreover, right after step 2 we have Ilrll = 1, step 6 increwes []r[t at most by 1, and if Ilrll = pCq(n)) k+l > 1 then step 9 decreases Ilrll by 1. ThiA shows the first statement of the claim, and analogously we can show the second one. For the third statement we note that if all clauses of r have the left-hand side z, then the choice of 6 in step 5 implies that it has also the left-hand side z. Fina~y, using statement (iii), we can show statement (iv) analogously to the first statement. This proves Claim A1. So assume that we are right before the execution of step 8, and that 1" is satisfied by S. For 0 < i </~ let 1~ be the set of k-anti-Horn clauses "7 E 1" such that there appear exactly i words on the right-hand side of 7-From Claim Al(iii) it follows that []1"0[[ _~ 1. Since ~-~i=0J h~ < h$+1 for all h,j E N with h ~_ 2, the condition ]11"[I = P(q(n)) h+l in step 7 implies that there exists an zn > 0 such that ]]r,,ll > p(q(n)) "~. We use this fact in the following subprogram that shows a possible implementation of step 8. It assumes a read access to the program variables P and z of LearaSat, and it returns the required values o,/9, 7- [ is equal to nj, and lIAr+ill > [[Ajl[/p(q(n) ). If we reach the ~th pass, we have c~_1 = (y,, y2,--., y,~-l) which in turn implies n,~ --1 (note that the right-hand sides of clauses in F,~ consist of exactly ~ elements, and we do not have two or more identical clauses since F,~ is a set). So we obtain [[n~l[/p(q(n) So it remains to show that if the algorithm stops after the jrth pass~ then ¢*f-1 = (z --+ (y, V Y2 V---V ~/f-1)) is satisfied by $. Suppose that the subprogram stops after the j,th pass, and that c*j'-I is not satisfied by S, i.e., z 6 S and yl,.--, Yj,-, ¢ S. We know that all clauses of r have the left-hand side z, and by assumption, r is satisfied by S. It follows that each 7 E Aj, _C r contain~ a word from S on its right-hand side (remember that these words are no longer than q(n)). There are at most p(q(n)) words in S that axe no longer than q(n). By a pigeon-hole argument ? there exists at least one word ~, E S such that -< q(n) and U~, appears in the right-hand side of at least IIAj, elements of Aj,. From yl,--. ,yj,-1 ¢ S it follows that ~-, ¢ RHS (af_I) and nf >_ I IAj, I I/p(q(n)) which is a contradiction to our assumption that the algorithm stops after the/th pass. This proves Claim A2.
Using a SAT oracle in combination with binary search, step 4 of LearnSat can be carried out in time polynomial in max{n, Izl} (note that the size of F is polynomially bounded by C]aim A1). By Claim A2, also step 8 can be carried out in time polynomial in max{n, [zl}. This shows the first part of Claim A, i.e., that LeaznSat is a A p algorithm. The remaining part is shown in the foUowing claim.
Claim AS LearnSat(0 n, z) returns a k-an~i-Horn fo~uJa F' such ~h~ (i) each 7 E F' has the left-hand side z, (ii) r' is satisfied by S, and (iii) r' t-~ for all z G SAT with JzJ < n.
Assume for the moment that Lea---nSat(0 •, z) returns some r', i.e., LearnSat(0 n, z) stops in step 4. From Claim A1 it follows that statement (i) holds, and that F' is a k-anti-Horn formula. Clearly, r is satisfied by S after its initialization in step 2, and step 6 preserves this property, since 6 G ~ and ~ E SAT. From the choice of c~ in step 8, it follows that step 9 also preserves the property that F is satisfied by S. This shows (ii). Since the algorithm stops in step 4, we have F' V ~® for all z E SAT with [zJ _< n. This shows (iii).
So it remains to show that LearnSat(0 n, z) stops in step 4. Let us assign a weight w(0) to each k-anti-Horn clause 0, 0 = (v0 -~ (Vl V v~ V---V vj)), such that w(0) is greater than the sum of the weights ofp(q(n)) k+l (i.e., the number bounding [[riJ in LearnSat(0", z)) k-anti-Horn clauses that have more than j words on their right-hand side. For a k-anti-Horn clause O and a k-anti-Horu
fo~uaula O we define w(O) = (p(q(n)) (~+1) + 1) (k-IIRHs(°)II) and w(e) = ~oeo w(O)-
By Claim Al(iii), in each step of the computation LeaxnSat(0 ", z) it holds that all clanses of r have the left-hand side z. From the fact that J (in step 6) and ~ (in step 9) have the left-hand side z, it follows that {7 E r J 6 ~ ?} = {7 E r [ R/-IS(6) c RHS(?)} (in step 6) and {7 E P J ,~ ~ ?} = {7 G r J RI-IS(c~) c_c_ R/IS(?)} (in step 9). From the choice of ~ (respectively, o) it follows that it was not in r, right before step 6 (respectively, step 9). For ~ this holds by its definition in step 5, and for ~ this is due to its definition in step 8 and Claim Al(iv). Thus, in step 6 (respectively, step 9) we add one new clause 6 (respectively, ,~) to r, and simultaneously we delete all clauses ? E P such that R/-IS(6) c P~I-IS(?) (respectively, RHS(o) ~ R/IS (7)). From Clair, Al(i) it follows that both steps increase the value of w(r). Hence, each pass through the loop of LearnSat(0n,z) increases w(r). We reach the highest possible value w(r) : (p(q(n))(k+l) + 1) ~ when r --{(z -~)}. At least at this point LearnSat(0 ~, z) stops in step 4. Since we start with r = {(z -~ z)} and w({(z -~ z)}) >_ 0, we actually reach the end of the body of the loop at most (p(q(n))(k+l) + 1) ~ times. Thus LearnSat(0n, z) stops in step 4. This proves Claim A3.
This shows Claim A and completes the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.2.
PART II:
In this part we prove Claim B, i.e., we construct a A~ algorithm LearnAll and show that on input 0" this algorithm will compute a list f', of k-anti-Horn formulas rl, r2,... , rm such that the following holds for all words z of length at most n,
We give the listing of the algorithm LearuAll, which works on inputs of the form 0" with n E N. 
retu_~n/~n
We want to show that LearaAll can be carried out in polynomial time if we are allowed to ask queries to a SAT oracle. To do so, we first show that the nllmber of passes through the while loop is bounded. Then we look into each single step of Leara£11 and show that it can be carried out in polynomial time (with SAT as an oracle).
Claim B1 For any fized i (of step 2), the body of the while loop (steps 4-7) is passed through at most p(q(i)) times.
If the condition in step 4 is satisfied, then, right before step 6, we have ~ ~ SAT, [~I -< i, and I" J-~ for all 1" E/:-Since ~ ~ SAT there exists some/~ -(v0 ~ (vl V v2 V---V vl)) E ~ that is not satisfied by S, i.e., v0 E S and vl, v2,... , vl ~ S.
From Claim A it follows that (right before step 6) for each F E £ it holds that all clauses of F have the same left-hand side and P is satisfied by S. Choose an arbitrary r E •, and let z be the left-hand side of the elements of r. We want to show that z ~ Vo. Prom 1" t-~ it follows that there exists some 7 ---(z -~ (wl V w2 V ---V w,~)) E r such that 7 }-8-If z -v0 then we have RI-IS(~/) _C RHS(/~). Thus wl,w2,..., w,n ~ S and z = v0 E S. This contradicts the fact that 7 is satisfied by S. So z ~ v0, and it follows that, in each execution of step 6, we add to the list at least one O whose elements have the left-hand side vo such that (i) v0 does not appear as a left-hand side in some P that was on the list £ before, (ii) Iv0I _< q(i), and (iii) v0 E S. This proves Claim B1 since the nl~mber of words in S of length at most q(i) is hounded by p(q(i)). If step 8 is executed for ~ --j, then the condition in step 4 is false. Hence, for all z of length at most j it holds that (VP E £j) [/' F-~=] .~ z E SAT. On the other hand, from Claim A it follows that for all z of length at most j we have z E SAT .~ (VP E r-j)[l ~ }-~=]-This proves Claim B2.
Claim B3 Using SAT as an oracle, LearnAll(0 n) can be carried out in time polynomial in n.
By Claim B1, it sumces to show that each single step of LearnAll(0 n) can be carried out in time polynomial in n. First of all we have a look at step 6. Since [vl _< q(l~]) _< q(i) we obtain ~om Claim A that LearnSat(0 ~, v) can be carried out in time polynomial in i (with SAT as an oracle). It follows that the whole step 6 can be carried out in time polynomial in i _< n. (Note: we are at times being a bit informal regarding the uniformity that holds regarding our "[is]... polynomial in" claims, but this is a common informality and our meaning should be clear.) Now let us see that we can test the condition in step 4 with one query to SAT. For i = 1 this is trivial (without asking any question). If i > 1 then we have already computed the list £i_~. By Claim B2, this list allows us to decide ~ ~ SAT in polynomial time for words x of length at most i -1 (note that by Claim A and Claim B1, the size of f-~_~ is polynomial in i). So using the fact that SAT is self-reducible, f-4-1 allows us to decide z G SAT in time polynomial in i for words z of length at most i. Let N be the polynomial-time machine that achieves this, i.e., on input (0~,z,£~_~) with [z I _ i it decides z • SAT. So the condition in step 4 is equivalent to the following one:
Since this is an NP condition, it can be verified with one query to SAT. This shows that we can test the condition in step 4 with one query to SAT. Analogously one shows that step 5 can be carried out in time polynomial in i by asking queries to SAT (we perform a binary search here). This proves Claim B3.
This completes the second part of the proof of Theorem 4.2, since Claim B follows from the ClalmA B2 and B3.
PART III:
So far we have shown that if SAT reduces via a _~P~.~ reduction to a sparse set S, then there exists a A t algorithm LeaxnAll such that, for all ~, LearnAll(0 ~) returns a list of k-anti-Horn formulas and this list has the nice property that with its help we can answer queries to SAT of length at most rL in polynomial time. In the third part of this proof we exploit this property to show that each language ~om NP NP can be accepted by a A p algorithm. As is standard, this implies a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to pNP.
Suppose we are given an arbitrary nondeterministic oracle Turing machine Air(') and a polynomial r bounding its computation time. We define a new machine Air ~ working on inputs of the form (z, £) where z is a word and f is a list of k-anti-Horn formulas (computed by Leax~A¿l). On input •
The following theorem strengthens Theorem 4.2, i.e., it holds that pNP _ PH even if SAT reduces via a --~P(btt) reduction to a sparse set. Here the reduction formulas are (unbounded) conjunctions of formulas of bounded length. follows that there exist a constant k ~ 1 and a polynomial-time machine that, given an arbitrary word z, computes a boolean formula of words, ~=, in conjunctive normal form such that each conjunct contains at most k words, and ~ • SAT if and only if ~® is satisfied by S. Observe that there is a bijection f : • -,1LOi • S}, and note that, for each 0 < i < k, S i is sparse since S is sparse. Since f is polynomial-time invertible, one can also show that S~ is sparse. Thus ff = So U S1 U .--U ~q~ is sparse. We want to show that SAT <:~P-~h if" To do so, we consider the eonjuncts of @= for some word z. For each conjunct we perform the following transformation: where ~ is an n-ary boolean formula, ~ an assignment for ~b, and u and v are elements of the finite field that has 2 m elements (m is of the form 2.3 ~ for some l > 0 to guarantee that this field exists). We assume that for some given word z, f(~) is a set of words (that is interpreted as a disjunction of words). Now we follow the proof of Theorem 9 which can be found in Appendix B of [CNS95] . Let q be a polynomial such that for all n ~, m > 0 and all boolean formulas ~ of size n t it holds that the words in f ((~b, 1 '~, u, v) ) are of length at most q(n', m). Moreover, let p be a polynomial such that the mlmber of strings in 5 of length at most q(n ~, m) is bounded by p(n r, m) for all n t, m >_ 0.
Let ~b be an n-ary boolean formula of size n ~ ~ n that has exactly one satisfying assignment; we will determine this a~si~ment. Choose the smallest suitable m (i.e., m -2-3 ~ for some l ~_ 0) such that 2"/p(n~,m) > n, call it ~h, and let F ~ GF(2~). Note that ~h ---O(logn').
Instead of estimating probabilities v~ it is done in the original proof of Theorem 9 [CNS95] let us proceed as follows. For all u,v E F we compute ](/~, l~,~,v/) in polynomial time. Since ~b has exactly one satisfying assignment, for each u E F there is a ,mique vu E F such that (~,l"h,u,v~) ~ L. For each u, let ~ : ~J~sF ~((~, l'~,u,v) ). Now observe the following facts.
1. For each u E P there exists an s E S n S~ with Isl _< 2. The number of elements in S that are of length at most q(n', rh) is bounded by p(n', ~).
It follows that there is some w E S that appears in at least 2~/p(n ~, Th) ~_ n sets 8,j.
For each word ~v that appears in at least n sets S~,... , S~=, we do the following: We determine corresponding words Vl,-.. ,vn, such that w E f ((~b,l~,u~,v~/) . Then we solve the following equation for ~ ----(no, al,... , an-l) (this is possible since we have a Vandermonde matrix). 
Finally we check whether ~ is a satisfying a~signment for ~b and output ~ in this case. Note that if we reach some w E S, then all corresponding (~, 1 ~, u~, vi} are elements of L. By the definition of L and the fact that ~b has exactly one satisfying assiEnment (a0, al,... , a,-1), we n-I j have ~'~j=o aju~ -----vi for all i. So if ~o G S, then (1) is a valid equation. Thus, we really do find the satisfying a~signment of ~b. This shows that (3Q)[USATQ E P]-
